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THE SCIENCE

COMPONENTS

For optimal flavor wine needs to age prior to being enjoyed.
Aging can happen over time in the bottle or rapidly by being
exposed to oxygen. The Eparé Pocket Wine Aerator rapidly
exposes wine to oxygen, enhancing its flavor. Typically this
can be achieved by using a decanter or swirling wine in a
glass - this method takes some time. With the Eparé Aerator
it takes seconds. Not all wines will benefit form this kind of
aeration as older wines would have already achieved this
process in the bottle. Our aerator is designed for the everyday
wine and works best with young reds, select whites, heavy
ports, or to test the aging potential of a select bottle.
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AERATOR USE

To setup the aerator first remove the bottom cap (A) using
the lip for ease, then remove the rod (B) from the bottom of
the aerator (C) and insert the rod into the outlet (C2) with the
open end in. Rest the aerator onto your wine glass and press
the button (C5) to cycle into the proper mode.

AERATOR MODES

The Eparé Pocket Wine Aerator is pre-programmed with 3
modes: White, Red, and Port. The modes are associated
with the operating time interval: 15, 30, and 45 seconds
respectively. Switching between modes is achieved by
pressing the button (C5): 1 press- White, 2 presses- Red, 3
presses- Port, 4 presses- OFF. The modes are programmed
so that the total aerating time is consistent to the mode
interval regardless of the pause between button presses.
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BATTERY INSTALLATION

The Eparé Pocket Wine Aerator comes with 2 AAA batteries
already installed. In order to create contact you need to
remove the safety strip located on the corner of the cap (C1).
If you have the need to change the batteries than a small
Phillips head screw driver is required to remove the screw
holding the cap (C1) in place.
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Rinse the aerating rod in warm soapy water prior to storage.
Alternatively you may clean the rod by operating in a glass of
water in between uses.

CAUTION

Do not use different types of batteries together. Do not mix
old and new batteries. Always remove exhausted batteries
and dispose of safely. Clean battery contacts and also those
of the device prior to battery installation. Always dispose of
batteries properly. Keep fingers clear when attaching cover.
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